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Abstract

Multilingual modelling can improve machine
translation for low-resource languages, partly
through shared subword representations. This
paper studies the role of subword segmenta-
tion in cross-lingual transfer. We systemati-
cally compare the efficacy of several subword
methods in promoting synergy and preventing
interference across different linguistic typolo-
gies. Our findings show that subword regu-
larisation boosts synergy in multilingual mod-
elling, whereas BPE more effectively facilitates
transfer during cross-lingual fine-tuning. No-
tably, our results suggest that differences in
orthographic word boundary conventions (the
morphological granularity of written words)
may impede cross-lingual transfer more signifi-
cantly than linguistic unrelatedness. Our study
confirms that decisions around subword mod-
elling can be key to optimising the benefits of
multilingual modelling.

1 Introduction

Machine translation (MT) models have become in-
creasingly multilingual (Dabre et al., 2020). This
greatly benefits low-resource languages through
positive transfer from high-resource languages (Ha
et al., 2016; Aharoni et al., 2019). However, in-
creasing multilinguality in a limited shared param-
eter space can lead to suboptimal performance for
high-resource languages (Firat et al., 2016; Team
et al., 2022). There is a tradeoff between maximis-
ing positive cross-lingual transfer (also known as
synergy) while minimising negative cross-lingual
interaction (also known as interference).

Several modelling decisions affect synergy and
interference in multilingual MT. Shaham et al.
(2023) experimentally analysed the influence of
factors like model size and language data propor-
tions. One aspect their study failed to consider is
subword segmentation. The shared subword vo-
cabulary of multilingual models presents a similar
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Figure 1: Performance increase for English→Siswati
through multilingual modelling varies greatly across
subword methods and linguistic contexts.

trade-off as the shared parameter space - overlap-
ping subword representations induce synergy, but
having to represent multiple languages in a limited
vocabulary can harm cross-lingual transfer (Chung
et al., 2020; Rust et al., 2021; Patil et al., 2022).

In this paper we experimentally analyse the role
of subword segmentation in multilingual and cross-
lingual MT. Our goal is to compare different classes
of subword methods with regards to their ability
to induce synergy, reduce interference, and trans-
fer knowledge during cross-lingual finetuning. We
also investigate how cross-lingual transfer is influ-
enced by the linguistic similarities of interacting
languages, with particular focus on factors related
to subword structure like morphological typology
and orthographic word boundary conventions (the
degree to which morphemes are concatenated or
written as separate orthographic words).

We run experiments on translation from English
to four linguistically diverse South African lan-
guages (see Table 1). This selection covers differ-
ent levels of language relatedness, morphological
complexity, and orthographic word granularity, al-
lowing us to analyse how these factors interact
with different subword methods to influence cross-
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Language Family Morphology Orthography What is your name? Thank you!

Siswati (ss) NC/Bantu/Nguni agglutinative conjunctive Ngubani ligama lakho? Ngiyabonga!

isiXhosa (xh) NC/Bantu/Nguni agglutinative conjunctive Ungubani igama lakho? Enkosi!
Setswana (ts) NC/Bantu/Sotho-Tswana agglutinative disjunctive Leina la gago ke mang? Ke a leboga!
Afrikaans (af) Indo-European/Germanic analytic disjunctive Wat is jou naam? Dankie!

Table 1: We vary the language modelled alongside Siswati to control relatedness, morphology, and orthography.

lingual transfer. Low-resource languages stand to
benefit most from multilingual modelling. In all
our experiments we focus on cross-lingual trans-
fer to Siswati, which is by far the least resourced
among the languages included. It presents exactly
the type of real world low-resource translation sce-
nario we are interested in studying.

We conduct two sets of experiments - multilin-
gual MT and cross-lingual finetuning. Our multi-
lingual experiments follow Shaham et al. (2023)
in training several trilingual MT models and com-
paring synergy/interference (see Figure 1). In the
cross-lingual finetuning experiments we finetune
pretrained bilingual MT models on new languages.
Our results demonstrate that decisions around sub-
word segmentation significantly affect MT perfor-
mance. ULM (Kudo, 2018) improves synergy in
multilingual modelling, while BPE (Sennrich et al.,
2016) enhances cross-lingual transfer during fine-
tuning. Going beyond linguistic relatedness, we
find that the much less studied influence of ortho-
graphic word boundary conventions can drastically
affect the cross-lingual transfer achieved between
interacting languages.

2 Related Work

Synergy and interference are well-established phe-
nomena (Firat et al., 2016; Aharoni et al., 2019;
Team et al., 2022), but not well understood. Sha-
ham et al. (2023) address this by systematically
analysing the role of several factors in synergy and
interference: (1) model size, (2) data size, (3) lan-
guage proportions, (4) number of languages, and
(5) language relatedness. Their results show that
scaling model size and tuning the data sampling
temperature greatly alleviates interference. They
do not vary subword segmentation in their exper-
iments, using the same sentencepiece (Kudo and
Richardson, 2018) vocabulary across all models.

However, multilingual vocabularies are known
to affect cross-lingual transfer through factors such
as cross-lingual subword overlap (Pires et al., 2019;
Wu and Dredze, 2019; Patil et al., 2022) and under-

represented low-resource languages (Wang et al.,
2021; Ács, 2019). These issues have mainly been
studied for multilingual language modelling (Rust
et al., 2021; Maronikolakis et al., 2021; Chung
et al., 2020), but the same concerns hold for MT
(Wang et al., 2020a). We are unaware of existing
work comparing the multitude of proposed sub-
word methods in the context of multilingual MT.

3 Methodology

This study involves two sets of MT experiments -
(1) multilingual (trilingual) experiments to investi-
gate synergy/interference, and (2) finetuning exper-
iments to analyse cross-lingual transfer. Our goal is
to determine which subwords benefit low-resource
languages and how cross-lingual transfer depends
on linguistic typology. The linguistic diversity of
South Africa is an ideal testing ground for our pur-
poses. Siswati is a low-resource agglutinative lan-
guage, so effective subword modelling is critical
for dealing with the inevitably high proportion of
out-of-vocabulary words in held-out datasets. We
use Siswati as the low-resource target language in
our experiments and alternate the higher resourced
language modelled alongside Siswati between isi-
Xhosa, Setswana, and Afrikaans.

Table 1 shows how these language present vary-
ing linguistic relationships to Siswati. IsiXhosa
is closely related. Setswana is somewhat related
and also agglutinative, but diverges in its orthog-
raphy - its writing system is disjunctive (Pretorius
et al., 2009). This refers to how linguistic words
(e.g. nouns, verbs) are represented as orthographic
words (space-separated tokens). Disjunctive or-
thographies write a single linguistic word as multi-
ple orthographic words (e.g. in Setswana prefixal
morphemes are space-separeted from verbal roots).

While linguistic relatedness and morphological
complexity are obvious features to consider in any
analysis of cross-lingual interactions, we are un-
aware of work considering the impact of ortho-
graphic word boundary conventions. We include
it as a factor in our study because of its potential
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relevance to subword segmentation. Orthographic
word boundaries determine the pre-tokenisation
of text before subword segmenters are applied,
so it could well affect aspects like segmentation
granularity and overlap between the subword vo-
cabularies of different languages. Afrikaans is
linguistically unrelated to Siswati and also dis-
junctive, but because of its analytic morphology
(lower morpheme-to-word ratio) its written words
are sometimes more aligned to those of Siswati
(e.g. see phrases in Table 1).

This selection of languages allows us to isolate
the cross-lingual effects of linguistic relatedness,
morphological typology, and orthographic word
boundary conventions. In the case of Setswana-
Siswati, we can study whether the potentially posi-
tive cross-lingual effect of their linguistic related-
ness is nullified by the fact that the two languages
have very different conventions for orthographic
word boundaries.

3.1 Multilingual Modelling

We train two bilingual models and one trilingual
model per language pair (see Table 2).

Languages Examples Subwords

en→ss 166k BPE/ULM/SSMT
en→xh/ts/af 1.6m BPE/ULM/SSMT

en→ss+xh/ts/af 1.6m+166k BPE/ULM/SSMT/OBPE

Table 2: Multilingual experimental setup: bilingual and
trilingual models (bilingual OBPE is equivalent to BPE).

This setup allows us to compare how MT perfor-
mance changes for en→ss and en→xh/ts/af go-
ing from bilingual models to multilingual models.
Following Shaham et al. (2023), we measure syn-
ergy/interference for a translation direction s → t
by the relative difference in performance between
a bilingual model trained to translate only from s
to t and a multilingual model trained to translate to
an additional language.

Shaham et al. (2023) use test set cross-entropy
loss to measure MT performance, but this cannot
be reliably used to compare across different sub-
word segmentations. Instead, we use test set chrF++
(Popović, 2017) to measure performance. It is a
reference-based metric that combines word and
character information, so it is well suited for eval-
uating subword-level performance. Our modified

formula for measuring synergy/interference is

Is→t =
CHRF++(Mmulti

s→t )− CHRF++(Mbi
s→t)

CHRF++(Mbi
s→t)

,

where M are trained multilingual/bilingual models
evaluated on s → t translation. Negative values
of Is→t indicate worse performance for s → t in
the multilingual model (interference) and positive
values indicate improved performance (synergy).

3.2 Cross-Lingual Finetuning
We train a bilingual subword segmenter and MT
model for en→xh/ts/af, and then finetune and eval-
uate the model in the other translation directions
(e.g. pretrain en→xh and finetune on en→ss,
en→ts, and en→af). Varying the subword method
reveals how different subwords facilitate cross-
lingual transfer during finetuning from higher re-
sourced languages (isiXhosa/Setswana/Afrikaans)
to lower resourced Siswati.

4 Experimental Setup

We compare five subword segmenters (four per
experiment). We chose methods that represent
the main paradigms of subword segmentation - de-
terministic segmentation, subword regularisation,
learning subwords during training, and subword
techniques for enhancing cross-lingual transfer.
1. BPE (Sennrich et al., 2016) iteratively adds
frequently co-occurring subwords to its vocabulary.
We use it as a deterministic segmenter.
2. ULM (Kudo, 2018) learns segmentation to op-
timise a unigram language model and can be used
as a probabilistic segmenter, exposing models to
multiple subword segmentations for regularisation.
We set the sampling parameter α to 0.5.
3. SSMT (Meyer and Buys, 2023) is a subword seg-
mental MT model which learns subword segmen-
tation jointly during MT training, with the goal of
learning subwords that optimise MT performance.
4. OBPE (Patil et al., 2022) modifies BPE to boost
subword overlap among languages in multilingual
vocabularies. We use it in our multilingual experi-
ments to see if increased shared subword represen-
tations promote synergy.
5. XBPE (Wang et al., 2020b) extends the BPE
vocabulary of a pretrained model to include BPE
subwords of a new translation direction. New sub-
word embeddings are randomly initialised. We use
it in our finetuning experiments to see if the vocab-
ulary extension enhances cross-lingual transfer.
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Figure 2: Performance change for en→xh/af/ts through
multilingual modelling alongside en→ss.

Model tgt BPE ULM SSMT OBPE

en→ss/xh ss 33.4 35.1 33.6 31.1
xh 46.8 47.2 46.1 44.6

en→ss/af ss 28.2 30.6 29.7 27.4
af 60.9 61.1 60.2 60.2

en→ss/ts ss 22.5 27.5 17.8 18.8
ts 31.3 34.7 23.6 26.4

Table 3: Test set chrF++ of trilingual models.

Training We train models on WMT22 data (Ade-
lani et al., 2022) and validate and test on FLO-
RES (Goyal et al., 2021; Team et al., 2022). The
number of training sentences are shown in Table 2.
For en→ss this is the full WMT22 dataset, but for
en→xh/ts/af we sampled sentences from en→xh
and en→ts to match the size of en→af, removing
data size as an influence. We also removed exam-
ples from en→xh/ts/af where English source sen-
tences were found in en→ss to neutralise the posi-
tive transfer effect of multi-parallel overlap (Stap
et al., 2023). The hyperparameters of our models
and subword methods are included in Appendix A.

5 Results & Discussion

We plot the synergy/interference analysis of our
multilingual experiments in Figures 1 & 2, while
the absolute performance of the models are pro-
vided in Table 3. The results from our cross-lingual
finetuning experiments are presented in Figure 3.

5.1 Which subwords promote synergy and
minimise interference?

ULM consistently achieves greater synergy than
other subword methods. This holds across all lin-
guistic contexts (Fig. 1) and results in better abso-
lute performance in all translation directions (Table
3). It comes at the cost of minimal interference
for the higher resourced languages, and even some
synergy for en→ts (Fig. 2). The subword regulari-
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Figure 3: Test set chrF++ of pretraining for en→xh/af/ts
(rows) and finetuning on en→xh/af/ts/ss (columns). Di-
agonal entries are bilingual models with no finetuning.

sation of ULM ensures that models are more robust
to the varied subwords of multilingual modelling.

5.2 Which subwords transfer cross-lingually?

BPE subwords exhibit the greatest cross-lingual
transferability. In contrast to our multilingual find-
ings, the subword regularisation of ULM proves a
barrier to cross-lingual finetuning. ULM is a prob-
abilistic segmenter that is sampled during training,
but when the probabilistic model is based on one
language and applied to another, its samples might
yield highly inadequate subword units. The con-
sistent deterministic segmentation of BPE allows
the finetuned model to adapt to a new translation
direction effectively.

5.3 What is the role of linguistic typology?

A consistent pattern emerges in the cross-lingual
dynamics between Siswati and other languages.
IsiXhosa modelling proves to be most beneficial for
Siswati performance. Afrikaans achieves less trans-
fer, presumably because it is not related. Some-
what surprisingly, the weakest synergy is between
Siswati and Setswana, even though both are aggluti-
native Bantu languages. This highlights the impact
of orthographic systems on cross-lingual transfer:
diverging word boundary conventions can impede
cross-lingual transfer more than linguistic unre-
latedness. Data-driven multilingual models that
learn from text might miss underlying similarities
between languages that are obscured by superficial
differences in their surface realisations.

Our results highlight two interacting effects.
Firstly, linguistic relatedness does play a role –
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isiXhosa consistently improves Siswati more than
Setswana and Afrikaans. Secondly, in the spe-
cific case of Setswana-Siswati, their relatedness
is rendered all but irrelevant by the fact that the
languages have diverging orthographies. Afrikaans
does not have the extremely disjunctive orthog-
raphy of Setswana so even though it is less re-
lated to Siswati than Setswana, the orthography
of Setswana prevents transfer to Siswati. Linguis-
tic distance plays a role in both cases (Afrikaans-
Siswati and Setswana-Siswati) but for Setswana-
Siswati it is a less important factor than orthogra-
phy.

Orthography is a notable difference between
Nguni languages like Siswati and Sotho-Tswana
languages like Setswana (Pretorius et al., 2009).
Taljard and Bosch (2006) showed that the diverg-
ing orthographies of these two language groups
necessitate different approaches to more traditional
NLP tasks, even though the languages are linguis-
tically and morphologically related. Our results
suggest a similar situation for cross-lingual transfer
in multilingual modelling: Differences in ortho-
graphic word boundary conventions harms synergy
between otherwise related languages.

6 Conclusion

We presented an in-depth study on the role of sub-
words in multilingual and cross-lingual MT. Our re-
sults demonstrate that subword segmentation signif-
icantly influences cross-lingual interactions. ULM
proves optimal for transfer to low-resource lan-
guages in multilingual modelling, while BPE en-
ables greater cross-lingual transfer during finetun-
ing. Besides language relatedness, we show that
similarities/differences in orthographic word gran-
ularity can greatly affect multilingual performance.
There is more work to be done on the role of or-
thographic word boundary conventions in neural
MT. Future work could aim to design multilingual
techniques that see past orthographic differences
in order to leverage more fundamental similarities
between languages.

Limitations

Our study is limited to translation from English
to four South African languages. While the cho-
sen languages are typologically diverse, our con-
clusions might not necessarily hold for languages
from different language families and with distinct
orthographies. We did not consider languages that

have multiple orthographies, which might be an-
other approach to study the effects of orthography.
The performance differences between different sub-
word segmentation methods across languages in
our results are relatively consistent, but a more de-
tailed analysis on the interaction between choice of
subword segmentation method and language could
yield additional explanations of the results.
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